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+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Adapter for s5-interface

+ V24-adapter

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Watching of S5-PLC’s via LAN without Ethernet-CP

Your panel only has a LAN-socket as PLC-interface, no problem. Connect this socket
with the S5-LAN++ and plug it directly on the PD-interface of the PLC. Then access to
the variables and data of the PLC is already available.

Alarming

Dont log with EtherSens-device only the process-values, also monitor them
simultaneously. Once a predetermined threshold is exceeded/not reached, the
EtherSens-device indicates this.



Fuzzy controller with the OSC-II

Through 3 free configurable limits (of each kind) you wont be able to realice a
fuzzy-controller of your heat treatment furnace.

Wireless around the Moeller-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Moeller-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in the
status



Programming/controlling of S5/S7[FREEWARE without support]-PLC’s

Program change on your systems and no original programming-package? 
 With PG-2000, a universal programming system for S5 and S7 controllers [S7
FREEWARE without support], you can make changes to the controllers yourself. Connect
the PC with the appropriate interface-product via the COM-, USB- or LAN-port. 
 One surface for S5- and S7-programming [S7 FREEWARE without support] so you don't
have to get used to it. Windows as the operating-system, work with every current version
of Windows. Where the original programming packages no longer works, work with
PG-2000 ONLINE.

Operation as an access point

You are on site your plant and should move round the machine and simultaneously control
or monitor. No problem, you parametrize ALF as an access-point and connect your
S7-LAN or other network-client to him, connect your PC with him and you are online on
the PLC.


